2016 FESTIVAL REPORT
connect with 70,000 health conscious visitors annually
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the festivals

The MindBodySpirit Festivals are Australia’s largest, most
popular health, wellbeing and natural therapies events.
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classes, healthy cooking demonstrations and much more.
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ensure
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has a rewarding exhibition experience. EEA is renowned
for innovative exciting events that offer true return on
investment.

visitor reach

We’ve got your major markets covered, reaching an average
network of 70,000 health conscious buyers across 3 major
Australian cities, five times a year.

MELBOURNE
29,500
EEA is Australia’s largest health
& wellbeing event organiser,
with 10+ years’ experience

together

$25 million of business is
generated by the
Festivals each year

SYDNEY
29,000

80.4% of exhibitors rate
the Festivals better than
other exhibitions

BRISBANE
11,500

Targeted marketing
campaign reaching 75%
of women 18 - 39, per city

a targeted audience
Our Festivals attract health conscious visitors who are ready to buy

VISITOR PRODUCT INTERESTS
89.5% of visitors are female, aged 25-34
with a strong interest in health & wellbeing

HEALTHY FOODS & NUTRITION

63.8%

SPIRITUAL & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 48.8%
BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

47.5%

MEDITATION & YOGA

45.5%

HEALINGS

43.7%

MASSAGE

42.3%

CRYSTALS

42.1%

NATURAL THERAPIES

40.3%

PSYCHIC READINGS

40.0%

CANDLES & AROMATHERAPY

38.5%

89.0% of exhibitors are satisfied with the
quality of visitors at the Festival

FITNESS

37.0%

JEWELLERY

33.7%

95.2% of visitors are satisfied with the overall
Festival and what is on offer

SKINCARE & COSMETICS

31.9%

VITAMINS & SUPPLEMENTS

31.4%

69.3% of visitors lead an alternative lifestyle
and practice natural therapies
91.8% of visitors will make a purchase during
their visit to the Festival
71.1% of visitors will make a purchase of
exhibitor products post-Festival

* Independantly researched with statistics averaged over all states.

marketing to the buyers

THE STRATEGIC CAMPAIGN INCLUDES;

A comprehensive and targeted marketing campaign delivers
buyers

eager

to

purchase

and

learn.

This

proven

campaign delivers a quality audience with high disposable incomes
and budgets for improving their physical and spiritual wellbeing.

Prime time TV advertising with high TARP ratings
across Seven, Nine, Ten and all digital stations.
Saturation radio advertising across key metro
stations.
16 page, glossy Festival Guide distributed to
over 70,000 visitors.
25,000 complimentary tickets sent to exhibitors,
media and via PR promotion.
Comprehensive website with over 360,000
visits annually.
eDM marketing to the MBS Club - more than
66,000 members.
Social marketing via Facebook, reaching over
26,500 members.
MBS Instagram page with 4,450 followers &
growing.

exhibitor testimonials

With a 75% retention rate, our Festival exhibitors are happy exhibitors.
“I’m a big advocator of the MBS events,
having participated in what must be
close to 20 shows next year. A big part
of this is not just the dependability of
the proven formula you run with from
a marketing perspective, but also the
account management side of things.”
Rob Mikecz
Rochester Ginger

“No other event gives us the opportunity to
connect face-to-face with so many people
who are specifically interested in what we do.”
Toni Carmine Salerno
Blue Angel Publishing

“We’ve been doing the Festivals for many
years. The right people always visit our
stand and the organisers are a pleasure
to work with. We highly recommend it!”
Karim Gawor
Aura Photographics

“I can’t recommend the team and the
event highly enough. Everything is
taken care of from the moment that you
secure your place - and the service is
outstanding from the MBS Festival team.
I have multiple business’ in the health
and wellness field, and both of them
always benefit from the MBS Festival.”
Emily Mankey
Soul Balance Retreats

“Of all the shows we do around the world,
the MindBodySpirit Festival consistently
attracts visitors who are enthusiastic
and interested. The high level of
professionalism of the team means that
these Festivals are second to none.”
Karen Chiarello
Equinox

exhibitors get results
Our exhibitors report strong trading after each Festival.
Here’s a snapshot of the impressive results we deliver:
88%

94%

75%

87%

of exhibitors are satisfied
with the number & quality
of visitors we attract

94%

of exhibitors rate the
Festivals as important for
their business

81%

of exhibitors are satisfied
with generating post
Festival leads

78%

of exhibitors are satisfied
with making sales at the
Festival

of exhibitors are satisfied
with the level of brand
awareness generated
of exhibitors will exhibit
again in another Festival
of exhibitors are satisfied
with the overall Festival
performance

join the festival family, get in touch:
Interested in boosting your sales and aligning your brand with
Australia’s leading health and wellbeing events? The EEA team is here to
answer your questions and assist with your event preparation.
e: mbsfestival@eea.net.au
p: 03 9276 5555
w: eea.net.au w: mbsfestival.com.au

